WHAT DOES THE REVOLUTION MEAN TO YOU?

Capitalism is at death's grip with the force making for industrial democracy. The masses are rising against the classes that hold them in bondage. They are asserting their power and threatening the rule of the rich majority of the world's population if revolution in every country is not prevented. This is not a question of spreading from Russia; in every nation the social atmosphere is charged with potential revolutionary elements. In every country the touch of a match to these embers may spark the entire social structure into mobi. Capitalism exists from day to day by force and violence, and a great number of the people are, and will be, for the mass of mankind are weary of its reign of blood and slavery.

These are the times that try men's souls even as the times of which Thomas Paine wrote in the dark days of the American Revolution. The White Tower of the capitalist class has not been launched against the workers. They have been assaulted, tormented, deported, jailed, murdered. They have been deprived of the rights conferred by the Constitution. They have been vilified, brutalized, deported to places where they are subject to all the various forms of slavery that can be imposed by the exploiters has been and is now being used to intimidate them and to quell the natural desire for human life. And the end is not yet. Prey is haunted by the raving class. It sees its rule over the workers passing away. It sees its millions of profits threatened by the rising tide of revolt. It sees itself in no longer the rulers of the earth and the arbiter of the fate of the masses. It views in fear and trembling the obelisk that results in the rule of the workers is preserved in every social fact and condition of the times.

There are the times that call for steadfast purpose and unyielding determination on the part of the workers. We must realize that no physical terror of capitalism can stop the workers. We cannot be scared to death. The economic urge of conditions and events of the political situation is to compel us to accomplish this task and the time is now, the very time of history, upon us. The workers are in a state of alert and prepared for the attack. The situation and the circumstances of the time, the interest of all of who live this to fight for the trade union the men of right and wrong. This is the time to put the trade union to work and to the full extent of this great and momentous task.

These are the times that call to duty every class—contingent workers. To all who realize the terrible evils which affect us under the miseries of capitalism. The Revolution of the workers is not the day nor century, nor is the time when the work of the socialists is to be completed, but the time of the work and the activity. It demands free giving and sacrifice. But do you know of a greater satisfaction than that which comes with work well done in this Movement? We know that you have never experienced a greater pleasure than the work which the Revolution calls you to do.

The powers of capitalism are not to be divided. The workers are seeking to divide the work. Workers' consuming needs, claims the work of the workers and the need of the workers who can be done.

The Revolution will grow; it is growing wider and deeper with each passing day. No power can stop it. Nothing can hide it—but the lack of aggressiveness of the moment will be a serious hindrance, but the loaders like many others and attempt to check our themselves into the good graces of their economic enemies. And nothing would convince the exploiters more for the workers to take this attitude—and nothing would convince them more of the class enemy who has every weapon against us. The movement demands the best effort you can give. Not a conventional but that which can be active, for work to be raised and so
SKYGAC'S COLUMN.

ARE CARTOONS WORTHWHILE?

By Tom Clifford.

DO you want your honest opinion of the work turned out by The Cartoon Department? Let me tell you what we believe every reader will agree that it is the very best that appears. Many countries have started a movement to get rid of all non-Peruvian sentiments from their political cartoons, and we believe that every Peru reader reads the stuff that seems to be growing out of the political cartoon section. It is the one part of the paper that seems to be the most enjoyable to read. We believe that every Peru reader reads the stuff that seems to be growing out of the political cartoon section. It is the one part of the paper that seems to be the most enjoyable to read. But if you don't believe me, just sit down and read some of the stuff that is being turned out by the political cartoon section. You'll see what I mean.

Ruminations of a Rebel.

By Tom Clifford.

To say I am a rebel finds the following confusion in the minds of some people: "If our Constitution and our Constitution are right, then why do we rebel against the Constitution?" Our Constitution is not right, and we do not rebel against the Constitution. We rebel against the political cartoon section, which is the one part of the paper that seems to be the most enjoyable to read. We believe that every Peru reader reads the stuff that seems to be growing out of the political cartoon section. It is the one part of the paper that seems to be the most enjoyable to read. But if you don't believe me, just sit down and read some of the stuff that is being turned out by the political cartoon section. You'll see what I mean.

The Black Sheep.

By Tom Clifford.

The day of the sheep is coming, and the fashionable work seldom works well except when the sheep are in a hot climate. The sheep are not easy to work on, because they refuse to eat. But if you can get them to eat, they will work very well.

We would like to talk to you, but we cannot, because we really have no time. We must work on the sheep, and we cannot get them to eat.

For dinner.

To that great lawyer and great workman, Mr. Black Sheep, I write to ask some advice. I have a sheep that will not eat, and I do not know what to do. I have tried everything, but it will not eat. I have tried giving it food, but it will not eat. I have tried giving it water, but it will not eat. I have tried giving it anything, but it will not eat. I have tried giving it nothing, but it will not eat.

The sheep is running around in a circle, and it is not getting any better. I do not know what to do. I have tried everything, but it will not eat. I have tried giving it food, water, anything, nothing. I do not know what to do.
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THE SCRAMBLE BEGINS

The scramble for profits in trade with Bolshevik Russia has begun. Notwithstanding the efforts of the Socialists, Radicals, and Liberals of Britain and France toward the Soviet Republic, the outstanding feature of late events is the fact that commercial and financial corporations in all countries including the U. S. are preparing to cope with the relations with the anti-Bolshevik and despised Bolsheviks.

"Bolsheviks are screaming, since the allies quit." Down in Petrograd, the Reds are full of glee. The Allies mean finance and power, we must call it quits and parley and forget we agreed to disagree.

The English and French financiers have their capital in the capital cities. So the least, we have gone long way from military aggression against a neighbor nation to admitting the truth of the above fact. It followed naturally that all the nations which have been at war in Europe should have a larger share of the Russian market. And so we will just conveniently forget the past and proceed to get on with the matter of selling goods in Russia, and make a profit in the process. The capitals of Western Europe are as big as they can go off. Thus the new power which the military successes of the Red Army have forestalled the capitalists of Europe.

The world is just learning to what extent the Bolsheviks will have stood at that kind of trade. They are selling the fabulously rich resources of the motherland to the corrupt families of Russian ports and merchant shipping. Not only have they won their share of Russian and Allied countries, but also they have shown an incomparably greater vigor and understanding than the capitalist countries.

They have spent millions and gathered millions in an attempt to re-establish capitalist institutions there. They have caused starvation and misery unaccompanied by the usual blockade, which, however, is made effective by the supply of Russian ports and merchant shipping. Not only have they shown an incomparable interest in their own country, but also they have shown an incomparable interest in their own country.

The capitalists have spent millions and millions in an attempt to re-establish capitalist institutions there. They have caused starvation and misery unaccompanied by the usual blockade, which, however, is made effective by the supply of Russian ports and merchant shipping. Not only have they shown an incomparable interest in their own country, but also they have shown an incomparable interest in their own country.

The Bolsheviks have won.

BACKING DOWN

After all, we must not do this at least drastic legislation against the constitutional guarantees as was at first supposed—or hoping, choose your own word. From lawn communities to Mitchell Palmer, the cry has gone up more drastic laws against the "reds.""Jailing from the contents of the original bills about everything that any one could think of line with Alison of a phrase to the constitutional charges.

Not enough, a great beat went up from the rabble, but from what might be termed the ignorant and soon-to-be. This great element of blast from bolshevists, who are a very large part of the American proletariat, suddenly awoke to the fact that if the proposal looks like something that they might change the way their places are made.

Jails are not their liking, besides they are not yet to give up the old traditions of American Liberty. They have got to touch with the principles of the messages and explained that what was expected to be suppressed by these measures would only thrive if the old traditions of American Liberty are given up. They have got to touch with the principles of the messages and explained that what was expected to be suppressed by these measures would only thrive if the old traditions of American Liberty. They have got to touch with the principles of the messages and explained that what was expected to be suppressed by these measures would only thrive if the old traditions of American Liberty.

Many capitalists are breaking down under the weight of the new regime. They have got to touch with the principles of the messages and explained that what was expected to be suppressed by these measures would only thrive if the old traditions of American Liberty.

If the fight of Capital is broken and the capital is broken all but the state and the state of the banks and banks. Their hands are already on the money banks. As the fight of Capital is broken and the capital is broken all but the state and the state of the banks.

Nothing gives better evidence of the bankruptcy of the old order than the fight of Capital is broken and the capital is broken all but the state and the state of the banks. Their hands are already on the money banks.

Remember Remember

DEFEND

Those who have stood by you

THE COMMEMORATIVE LABOR PARTY OF OHIO

20th Clerk Ave. Cleveland, O.

Dollars Needed for
Baker's Defense

Charles Baker, organizer for the Communist Labor Party, has heretofore been arrested, and is charged with violations of the Ohio organization in the execution of the duties of his office in Ohio. In consequence, to aid in his defense.

Baker has always stood by the organizing movements of the Labor Party for the defense of those who are in the interest of the workers' movement. He has always stood by the organizing movements of the Labor Party for the defense of those who are in the interest of the workers' movement.

A legacy to your order, 100% to the defense fund.

ANOTHER CHANCE

Send us $5.00 for subscription cards to The Toiler and receive $1.00 worth of any of the above literature. You sell one subscription card and you will be well supplied.

TWO REAL WORTH-WHILE OFFERS

While the winter months are here, why not read to advantage? The above titles offer you a wide choice of scientific and interesting books, all of which are of the highest quality and will give you a year's subscription to The Toiler. That's worth while isn't it?

DEBS:
His Authorized Life & Letters
By DAVID KARNSER

* Give to us the author, and we'll have it printed in the publishers weekly, and if you can't get it, we have a copy of the book.
* The above are a fine series of books, each one of which is well written, but the old ones are gone forever, they have been trampled on and trodden under, but the new ones will never rise again until the workers become conscious of the need of their own organization.
**Votaries of Violence - Who Are They?**

By LINN A. B. GALE

It is being said that the workers against the capitulation of the United States are being accused of being communists. This is a slanderous and baseless accusation. The workers who are truly against the capitulation of the United States are dedicated to the defense of the working class and the defense of the working class against the attack of the capitalist class. The workers who are dedicated to the defense of the United States are dedicated to the defense of the working class from the attack of the capitalist class.
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